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Abstract

Philosophical views on the connection between the fundamental laws
and the laws of the special sciences either emphasize the independence of
the special sciences or emphasize their reduction to physics. Either option
is problematic; philosophers emphasizing special scientific independence
(who I here call “anarchists") have trouble explaining intertheoretic ex-
planations. Meanwhile, philosophers emphasizing the reduction of the
special sciences have trouble explaining the counterfactual robustness of
the higher-level laws. Here, I draw out these difficulties in detail. Then, I
provide a version of the Humean Best-System Analysis of laws which bal-
ances the stregths of these two approaches. I call this the Democratic Best
System, and conclude that it provides our best account of the metaphysics
of special science lawhood.

1 Introduction
A combination of independence and mutual constraint characterizes the relation-
ship between the sciences. All sciences are able to employ the same methodology
as physics, in terms of developing a conceptual structure, using that structure
to formulate explanations through laws, and holding those concepts and laws
accountable to the world through experimentation. The generalizations they
arrive at support counterfactuals and feature in explanations1. Despite this
independence, the sciences exercise mutual constraint on one another: even
counterfactual disagreements between sciences show that at least one set of

1Woodward (2003), chapter 6, denies that the generalizations of the special sciences are
laws; in doing so, he rejects the notion that only laws are counterfactually invariant, and that
only laws are available for use in explanations. Woodward’s reasons are simple: according to
standard accounts of law, laws must be exceptionless. But the generalizations which feature in
special scientific explanation are not spaciotemporally unrestricted and have exceptions. For
an argument that there are no laws in biology, see Beatty (1995); for a response, see Mitchell
(2000).

Like Woodward, I have no truck with a verbal dispute about the word ’law’. Here, and
throughout this paper, I will use ’law’ to refer to those counterfactually robust generalizations
that can underwrite predictions and feature in explanations. Claiming that the generalizations
of the special sciences are not laws will not remove the burden of explaining these features of
those generalizations, and so will not (by itself) solve the coordination problem. Consequently
I will not address the question of whether laws must be spaciotemporally unrestricted.
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laws contains a falsehood. And these sciences exhibit a hierarchical explanatory
structure: interscientific explanations flow up, from more to less fundamental
sciences. Accounting for these four features is the job of a philosophical ac-
count of law in the special sciences; this problem has generally been approached
as the problem of reduction: which sciences reduce to which? Specifically, do
all sciences reduce to physics? And how is the relationship of reduction to be
understood?

Understanding the problem as a problem of reduction is mistaken for two rea-
sons: firstly, it biases the discussion against views which emphasize the method-
ological independence of the sciences. Secondly, it creates the illusion that we
are looking for a simple yes-or-no answer. Disagreements over whether, e.g.,
mere supervenience is sufficient for reduction distracts us from the underlying
features of the relationship between sciences that need to be explained. To
avoid these confusions, I’ll call the puzzle posed by the relationship between the
sciences the coordination problem: how are various scientific disciplines coordi-
nated with one another?

In this paper, I’ll present a new solution to the problem of coordination.
But first, in §2 I’ll identify two strains among extant solutions to the problem
of coordination. Following Weslake (2014) I call these the imperialist and the
anarchist solutions to the coordination problem. The imperialist sees the special
sciences as a consequence of fundamental physics; the laws of the special sciences
are laws because they can be derived from or grounded in the laws of physics.
This strong reductionist view seeks to make every explanation an explanation
from physics. The anarchist, on the other hand, denies that the sciences are
connected. Rather, she sees them as each unifying a body of facts, or cataloging
the dispositions of properties. Both of these views fail to solve the coordination
problem; the imperialist fails to account for the independence of the sciences,
and the anarchist fails to account for their mutual, asymmetric dependence.

I’ll then (§3) by offering a third view, which I call the democratic view : on
my view, the various sciences work together to generate a set of laws. This
view is a version of the Humean Best Systems Account of laws; on this view,
the laws of all science together form a simple, informative set of axioms useful
for limited physical agents. Though this view is similar to other Humean views
of special scientific laws (such as Callendar and Cohen (2009, 2010) or Schrenk
(MS)), it differs in important respects. First the informativeness of this mega-
lawbook is evaluated holistically–the laws are taken to form a whole, rather than
being conceptually independent. Second, because various scientific disciplines
are epistemically isolated in a way in which I will make more precise in §3.2, they
add to this lawbook semi-autonomously. The view I advocate has the advantages
of both the imperialist and the anarchist views. Like the anarchist, and unlike
the imperialist, I hold that the laws of the special sciences are made laws in
the same way that the laws of fundamental science are. Like the imperialist,
but not the anarchist, I hold that the laws of physics are fundamental, and that
there is an asymmetry between the special sciences and physics.

I then (§3.3) round out the case for democracy by showing how it deals with
various features of the relationship between fundamental and special scientific
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laws. First, it gives us a new way of understanding ceteris parabis conditions.
Second, it provides an understanding of the ‘naturalness’ of special scientific
vocabularity that does not rest of its definition in more fundamental terms.
Third, it allows the Humean to make sense of the idea, championed by Wood-
ward (2013) that special science laws have different degrees of counterfactual
robustness.

Though the divide between imperialism and anarchism crosscuts views about
the metaphysics of laws, the proposal I offer depends on features of the Mill/Ramsey/Lewis
regularity theory of laws. This is a Humean view: it relies on no fundamen-
tal notions of necessity or dependence. But nonhumeans will find much here
to like: Humeans take the epistemic role of laws to be constitutive of natural
lawhood. That is, they believe that laws support counterfactuals and provide
explanations because of their epistemic utility, not vice versa. A modalist about
laws, who takes laws to have either irreducible nomic or metaphysical necessity,
will still need to understand the epistemic utility of laws, and so can tack this
account on to their more metaphysically robust account as an explication of the
epistemology of laws. And many modalists about law take the only truly neces-
sary laws to be those of fundamental physics; such a metaphysician of law can
accept this view as an account of the laws of the special sciences while denying
that it is a sufficient account of lawhood simpliciter. Finally, I argue in Section
1 that neither the imperialist nor the anarchist provide an adequate solution to
the coordination problem. But thus far all modalist accounts of law fall into
one of these two camps. So a modalist need either respond to the challenges
presented in Section 1 or reject one of the four features of coordination there
identified.

2 The Imperialist and the Anarchist
In what follows, I will first sketch out two families of views concerning special
scientific lawhood and then show how individual philosophers fit into one or
another camp. It’s worth noting that views about the relationship between
physics and the special sciences crosscut views about the metaphysics of laws;
although ultimately I favor a broadly Humean view of laws, my criticisms of
the current theoretical space of possibilities do not rest on any metaphysical
scruples.

To help illustrate the difference between the anarchist and the imperialist,
and later to elucidate the democratic view, I’ll make use of an idealized epistemic
agent. She needs, unlike us, to have a vast capacity for absorbing and combining
information from various sciences. But we will not assume–except when a view
of laws demands it–that she is logically omniscient, or that she, like Laplace’s
demon, is able know everything about the state of the world (though she might),
nor will we assume that inference is for her without computational costs. Some of
these details of our agent will be fixed by the various purported solutions to the
coordination problem. We can refer to her as a FISA: a Fairly Ideal Scientific
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Agent2. She will have a set of conditional credences, and these conditional
credences will reflect encode the laws of various sciences.

If one of our laws says that if A then B, FISA’s credence in B conditional on
A (f(B|A)) will be 1. But the laws FISA responds to need not be deterministic:
if our laws are statistical, this to will be reflected in her credences. So if it is a
law that agents who are asked to memorize a ten-digit number are more likely
to utter racial slurs than those who have no number to remember, her credence
f(slur|number) will be less than her credence f(slur|¬number)3.

I will evaluate imperialism, anarchism, and democracy with respect to four
features of the relationship between physics and the special sciences (briefly in-
troduced in the introduction). These desiderata must be a bit vague; different
views about the relationship between the sciences should be allowed to provide
slightly different account of what, for example, the asymmetric dependence be-
tween physics and biology amounts to.

• Methodological Independence: Each science is able to formulate
generalizations and support them evidentially via induction, and each sci-
ence is able to determine its own conceptual structure. So, for example,
Carnot, Clausius, and Kelvin were able to discover the laws of thermo-
dynamics well before its concepts were located in a more fundamental
physical theory by Boltzmann.

• Counterfactual Robustness: The generalizations of the special sci-
ences are counterfactually robust: that is, they both support counterfactu-
als and hold in a variety of counterfactual situations–including, plausibly,
counterfactual situations in which the laws of lower-level sciences do not
hold. So, for example, the laws of supply and demand both support coun-
terfactuals in this world and would hold even in worlds with very different
physics (provided they had societies engaging in economic activities), and
the Hardy-Weinberg law, which tells us that, in certain conditions, geno-
types remain constant across generations, would hold4 even if genes were
realized by something other than DNA.

• Mutual Constraint: Distinct sciences cannot make inconsistent pre-
dictions, including predictions about what would occur in merely counter-
factual situations, and cannot provide inconsistent constraints on belief or
credence. Closely related sciences are such that the entities studies in one
science can be located amongst the entities studied in another, often via

2The strategy of explicating views of laws via an idealized scientist is becoming more
common, and appears in Callender and Cohen (2010) and Hall (2015).

3Typically, discussions of objective probability assume that the objective probabilities are
precise in situations in which they are defined. But this is not obviously the case for some
special science generalizations: plausibly, some laws in the special science provide comparative
relations between conditional probabilities without nailing those probabilities down. While I
think that a complete account of special scientific law should be compatible with this (and
believe that mine is), addressing this issue is beyond the scope of this paper.

4And maybe does!
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a functional reduction, or due to the asymptotic behaviour of the more
fundamental science (as Batterman (2001) argues).

• Asymmetry: Metaphysical or grounding explanations between sciences
go in one direction only; this direction of explanation creates a heirarchy
roughly lining up with the direction of mereological depenence, where the
entities of higher-level sciences are made up of the entities of lower-level
sciences. One way in which this asymmetry manifests itself is as follows:
entities and behavior at the higher level can be located amongst the entities
studied at the lower level; higher-level regularities are often targets for
explanation at the lower level. An excellent example of this is the reduction
of chemistry to physics, where chemical kinds–elements–are taken to be
arrangements of physical kinds–protons and neutrons. The stability of
some arrangements of protons and neutrons but not others explains the
limited number of elements; the physical properties of these arrangments,
such as the allowable energy levels of electrons orbiting them, explains the
chemical properties of the elements in question, such as electronegativity.

We are looking for a view of laws that explains these four aspects of the rela-
tionship between the sciences while retaining descriptive adequacy: the closer
the laws posited by the view resemble those of our current sciences, the better.
It should be believable that the solution under discussion is a view about the
laws of our sciences–if the view does not allow some special scientific general-
ization to be a law, or requires us to add to the fundamental laws, this is a
demerit of the view. This is a defeasible requirement. For the laws we have
now are not the final laws; and the divisions we now carve between our sciences
are somewhat arbitrary. So a philosopher has it within her rights to argue that
our final theory will have features no current theory has; and she may likewise
argue that some laws which are currently considered to be in science A actually
belong in science B–or that the division between science A and science B isn’t
the division we should be worried about. But as these conjectures about a yet
undreamt final science move us further from the theories we have her view loses
more plausibility.

2.1 The Imperialist
The imperialist view holds that the lawhood of the laws of the special sciences
derives from the lawhood of the fundamental laws5(or the laws together with
‘robust’ initial conditions). The imperialist may hold that they can be derived
from the fundamental laws, but she need not: she may hold instead that they are
metaphysically necessitated by the fundamental laws, or that they are grounded

5It’s important to bear in mind here that we are discussing the dependence of laws on
laws. Any physicalist philosopher is committed to some dependence of all higher-level facts,
including the facts about which generalizations are laws, on the physical facts. But this
dependence need not go directly through the laws; the unifying claim of imperialism is that
the lawhood of the special sciences is dependent directly on the laws of physics (together with
some other physical facts).
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in the fundamental laws–where A grounds B only if A metaphysical necessitates
B and A explains B.

A prototypical–if dated–imperialist is F. P. Ramsey (1927), who held that
there are three grades of law: fundamental laws, laws that are derived from
the fundamental laws alone, and laws which are derived from the fundamental
laws and some ‘robust’ initial conditions. We might add a fourth category, not
available to Ramsey: laws derived from the fundamental laws and a posteriori
necessities, like ‘water=H2O’6. Finally, we should remember that it is open to
imperialists may add to the set of fundamental laws so that they have sufficiently
strong implications for the special sciences.

Our FISA, according to the imperialist, starts with a set of fundamental
laws. These laws may be sentences which together maximize strength and sim-
plicity, as the Humean holds (Lewis (1980, 1983), Beebee (2000), Loewer (2007,
2008, 2009)), they may be generalizations which are backed by a relationship of
necessitation between universals (Armstrong (1983, 1997)), or they may be sen-
tences which describe the dispositional essences of the properties which feature
in them (Ellis (2000, 2001), Bird (2007)). She then works out the consequences
of these laws. On the most austere view, her conditional credences now encode
the fundamental laws and the laws of the special sciences. I’ll call this view the
‘austere imperialist’ view.

But on more permissive views, she isn’t done. On what I’ll call a ‘permissive
imperialist’ view, all she has now are the fundamental laws. She may still
conditionalize on either some special set of the initial conditions, or she may
conditionalize on a posteriori necessities–typically property identities. Once
she has done this, says the permissive imperialist, she has at her disposal both
the fundamental laws and those of the special sciences.

It’s worth noting here that the laws of the special sciences need not receive
probability 1. Indeed, likely they should not. For the laws of the special sciences
are not exceptionless, as are the laws of physics. So an adequate account of
special scientific law, imperialist, anarchist, or democratic, ought to hold that
the conditional credences assigned to the special scientific laws are less than
maximal.

Before we look at the problems with imperialism, we should note its ad-
vantages. Imperialism clearly and coherently explains two features of the co-
ordination problem: mutual dependence and asymmetry. According to
imperialism, the laws of the various scientific disciplines must be compatible
because some of them are a consequence of others (together, for the permis-
sive imperialist, with robust initial conditions or a posteriori necessities). If we
discover a contradiction between the apparent predictions of two sciences, it’s
impossible that one of them is derived from the other. Consequently one of them

6Of course there’s a fifth possible type of law, one dependent on all three together: the
fundamental laws, robust initial conditions, and a posteriori necessities. But these will not
improve the situation for the imperialist: I will argue that neither initial conditions nor a
posteriori necessities can ground the laws. If these cannot solve the coordination problem on
their own, neither can the two together.
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must have the wrong laws7. And the asymmetry of the sciences is neatly ex-
plained as well, because the laws of less fundamental sciences are a consequence
of those of the more fundamental science, but not vice versa. The asymmetry
of the sciences is just the asymmetry of deduction: the special scientific laws
follow from those of physics, but not vice versa.

As to the methodological independence of the special sciences, the
imperialist gets a weak pass. For the imperialist is not committed to our FISA
actually representing scientific reasoning; we may not be able to perform the
computations which FISA performs. She is fairly ideal, and so may be ideal
in ways in which we are imperfect. So–perhaps–we with our limited cognitive
resources are forced to engage in standard inductive reasoning to discover the
laws of the special sciences, rather than simply deriving them from the laws of
physics (together with whatever else). According to the imperialist, the fact that
some special science generalization is inductively supported is strong evidence
that it is a law, and so strong evidence that it is a consequence of the laws (and
‘robust’ facts) of physics.

This pass is a weak one. For the imperialist has given us no reason–at
least not yet–to believe that the inductively supported generalizations of the
special sciences will line up with those derivable from physics. Note that it is
not enough for the imperialist to note the counterfactual robustness of special
scientific laws and claim that this robustness must come from the laws of physics.
For the source of this counterfactual robustness is precisely what is at issue8!
Rather, she must provide some independent reason to believe that higher-level
inductive reasoning will arrive at the consequences of physics, rather than some
other generalizations.

Despite these successes, imperialism lacks the resources to explain coun-
terfactual robustness while retaining descriptive adequacy. To see this,
let’s first examine austere imperialism. Austere imperialism holds that the laws
of the special sciences are a consequences of the laws of physics alone. We
can see right away that austere imperialism will simply not do: for the laws of
physics alone have too few direct consequences to underwrite all of the special
science laws. And this is reflected in the structure of the laws of physics and the
laws of the special sciences. The laws of physics are temporally symmetric, ex-
ceptionless, and deterministic9. The laws of the special sciences are temporally

7Imperialism doesn’t hold that the mistaken science must always be the special science;
we might take physics and thermodynamics together to be fundamental, but recognize that
the contradiction between physics + thermodynamics and geology, recognized by Kelvin in
the 19th century, told against the then-dominant theory of physics rather than the then-
dominant theory of geology. Because the geological laws yielded a different age for the earth
than physics+thermodynamics, and because if B contradicts A, it’s not the case that A implies
B (given that A is self-consistent), we know that one of A or B must not be a law. We don’t
know whether to take this as a modus ponens of ~B or a modus tollens of A.

8Loewer (2008) argues that, because the higher-level frequencies are determined by statis-
tical mechanical probabilities, observations of higher-level frequencies give us evidence about
the underlying fundamental probabilities. I will address this later.

9Quantum mechanics, on either the orthodox or Ghirardi-Rimini-Weber formulation, is in-
deterministic and temporally asymmetric. But this should not concern us: first, the orthodox
interpretation is widely regarded to be inadequate, both in specificity (it posits collapses, but
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asymmetric, have exceptions, and are often statistical. So the special scientific
laws could not be a result of the laws of physics on their own10

11.
Now consider the permissive imperialist who adds a posteriori necessities.

It’s not at all clear how this could help. For if the laws of physics are tem-
porally symmetric, exceptionless, and deterministic, adding a metaphysically
necessary lasso between these laws and some higher-level terms will not intro-
duce an asymmetry, exception, or indeterminism. This, of course, is the source
of all sorts of difficulties in the foundations of thermodynamics and statistical
mechanics.

So to retain descriptive adequacy, the imperialist ought to become more
permissive. She ought to include, not only the laws of physics and a posteriori
necessities, but also some ’robust’ initial conditions. To make this work, she will
need a clear notion of robustness: one which will lead to an explanation of the
lawhood of special scientific laws. By adding facts about the past, and not the
future, we can secure the temporal asymmetry, exceptions, and indeterminism
of the special sciences. But note that adding these initial conditions immedi-
ately makes this aspect of the coordination problem more pressing: for if the
initial conditions are not themselves laws, how can they make other general-
izations laws? It seems that the imperialist must talk fast if she is to explain
counterfactual robustness (it is just this issue that leads Beatty (1994)
to argue that biology is without laws).

The contention here is not that accidental facts never support counterfactu-
als. They do: the accidental fact that my favorite mug just appeared on a TV
show makes it the case that if I were to sell it on Ebay, I would make $70. The
worry is instead that the laws of the special science are robust in a way that
these accidents are not. The fact that all of the coins in my pocket are quarters
makes some counterfactuals true, but it’s not the case that if this nickel were in
my pocket, it would become a quarter. The laws of biology are not like this: it’s
true that if I were a bear, I would hibernate through the winter. This second
class of counterfactuals, about what would occur under some manipulation, is
the sort of counterfactual that can be grounded by laws but not accidentsThe
best way to characterize the counterfactual stability of the laws is disputable.
Lange (2009) holds that the laws form a maximally subnomically counterfac-

does not say when or how they occur) and in internal consistency (the indeterministic collapse
postulate is in tension with the deterministic evolution of the wavefunction). Meanwhile, the
GRW interpretation makes predictions which are distinct from those of orthodox quantum
mechanics, but enjoy limited emperical support. In either case, it’s doubtful that the tem-
poral asymmetry and indeterministic nature of quantum mechanics underlies the asymmetry
and indeterminism in the special sciences. Finally, on either of the other two leading inter-
pretations of QM (Bohmianism and Everettianism), physics is deterministic and temporally
symmetric.

10This is extremely clear if the dependence relation is something like derivability. But more
premissive dependence relations, like supervenience or metaphysical grounding, face the same
problem: if the supervenience base, or grounding facts, are temporally symmetric, excep-
tionless, and deterministic, how can they by themselves ground asymmetric indeterministic
laws?

11For a more thorough and engaging discussion of this problem, see Loewer (2008).
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tually stable set–that is, they would hold under any counterfactual supposition
which is not about lawhood and not inconsistent with them. Woodward (2013)
has a slightly different, manipulationalist, view about their counterfactual invari-
ance conditions. I don’t think I need to take a stand on which characterization
is correct to make trouble for imperialists..

Next, without a specification of which initial conditions are robust, the impe-
rialist’s solution to the problem of methodological independence is even
more fraught. For whichever initial conditions she chooses, she will need to
explain why those initial conditions, and not the others, make a generalization
available for inductive discovery at the higher level. But there is no reason to
believe that there is any set of conditions on robustness that will do this. In
fact, there is reason to believe the opposite.

The challenge for an imperialist is to find a set of facts which (a) together
with the fundamental laws ground the laws of the special science, (b) do not
will not mistake accidents for laws at the special scientific level, and (c) are suf-
ficiently counterfactually robust to underlie the counterfactual robustness of the
special scientific laws. In order to satisfy the third disederata, the facts appealed
to by the imperialist must be in some sense unified; if they are not, the imperial-
ist view will lack the resources to explain the counterfactual robustness of these
generalizations without succombing to ad hockery. But these three conditions
have yet to be met: imperialist theories either have too little in their grounding
base, in which case they don’t explain the lawhood of all special science law,
have too much, in which case they don’t explain the accidental nature of special-
scientific non-laws, or fail to identify a non-ad-hoc set of initial conditions to
add to the base, in which case they are unable to explain the counterfactual
robustness of the special sciences in terms of the counterfactual robustness of
physics, in which case they have failed to deliver on their imperialist promise.

2.1.1 Statistical Mechanical Imperialism

To see this, we may do well to examine one of the most worked out extant
imperialist theories: that of Loewer (2008, 2009) (I follow Weslake (2014) in
calling Loewer’s view ‘Statistical Mechanical Imperialism’). Loewer recognizes
that initial conditions on their own cannot a counterfactual support; so he ar-
gues that some initial conditions ought to be included in the book of laws.
Specifically, he thinks that, in addition to the laws of physics, our fundamental
lawbook should include PROB, “a law that specifies a probability distribution
(or density) over possible initial conditions that assigns a value 1 to PH [the
initial low entropy condition] and is uniform over those microstates that realize
PH,” (Loewer, 2008:19). As this low-entropy initial condition is a law, it is
just as able to underwrite counterfactuals as the other laws in our fundamental
lawbook. And PROB, Loewer argues convincingly, deserves to be in our law-
book for the same reason other laws are: adding it dramatically increases the
informativeness of the lawbook without unduly complicating it.

So far, Loewer looks to have solved the problems of austere imperialism
without adding the paralyzing complications of the permissive view. PROB is
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temporally asymmetric and probabilistic, and so can underwrite similar tem-
poral asymmetries and probabilistic higher-level laws that don’t follow from
physics alone. But because PROB (according to Loewer and Albert) is a law,
it neatly explains the counterfactual robustness of its consequences.

Unfortunately, PROB and the laws of physics cannot save imperialism. They
are, by themselves, too permissive: many generalizations will have high proba-
bility, according to them–more than are counted as laws by the special sciences.
This is because many highly probable generalizations will be burdensomely grue-
some: we can take any two special scientific laws, which we can assume are
given a high probability by the Loewer-Albert system. We can then define
gruesome predicates by pasting together terms from each law, and thereby ar-
rive at a gruesome generalization at least as probable as the conjunction of the
two laws. If they have a high enough probability, this generalization will also
have a probability above whatever threshhold we set for lawhood, but because
of its gruesomeness, will not be a law.

And there is no guarantee that the laws of the special sciences we have will
be given a high initial probability by these two. To see this, consider a law of
population genetics. Such a law will depend sensitively on contingent facts early
in the evolution of modern animals (it is just this problem which is discussed in
Beatty (1995)). But PROB does not give a high probability to these historical
facts–or at least does not probilify them over their alternatives. So it is unable
to distinguish the laws as counterfactually robust as we had hoped.

Loewer recognizes this, and the view he arrives at is closer to the permissive
imperialist view: “The special science laws that hold at t are the macro regu-
larities that are associated with high conditional probabilities given the macro
state at t” (Loewer, 2008: p. 21). “As the universe evolves... the probability
distribution conditional on the macro state will also evolve.” We can illus-
trate this with our FISA as follows: she starts out with credence 1 in the laws
of physics, and in the low-entropy macrocondition. Her conditional credences
are uniform with respect to the those microstates that realize the low-entropy
macrocondition. As the universe evolves, our FISA conditionalizes on macro-
scopic information–that is, information about the positions of middle-sized dry
goods, their temperatures and densities, locations and velocities. At any time,
having conditionalized on all of the universes macroinformation, those general-
izations with high probability are the special scientific laws at that time.

Here we have a permissive imperialist view with a well-defined notion of
robustness: the robust initial conditions are those which are encoded in the
world’s macrostate. But we can see immediately that this too is problematic:
first, not all true macroscopic generalizations are laws; but all true macroscopic
generalizations will get probability 1 on the scheme advocated by Loewer. Sec-
ond, some true macroscopic generalizations will be laws despite not having high
probability conditional on macroscopic information. Consider generalizations of
population genetics. These are true because of some facts about the structure of
the chemicals which convey our genes. But these chemicals are not macroscopic;
they are microscopic. So they will not be conditionalized on by our FISA, and
the generalization will not be a law.
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Perhaps there is a way of tweaking the Albert/Loewer view to account for
this; but I’m doubtful that there is an independently specifiable set of facts
such that conditionalizing the uniform distribution over microstates on these
facts will yield a high probability to all and only special scientific laws.

And this generalizes: for a permissive imperialist view to work, there must be
some non ad hoc way of specifying which initial conditions are ’robust’ enough
to ground higher-level laws. Without such a specification, the imperialist has no
way to distinguish laws from non-laws at the higher level. And without a way
of distinguishing the laws from non-laws, we will not have the beginning of an
explanation of counterfactual robustness and methodological inde-
pendence. In order to explain why the special scientific laws are supported by
induction and support counterfactuals, we must first distinguish between them
and the non-laws, which are not supported by induction or counterfactually
robust. The permissive imperialist cannot do this.

2.2 The Anarchist
The anarchist holds that the laws of the special sciences are laws for the same
reason that the fundamental laws are. What makes the special science laws law-
ful? This question will be answered differently by different anarchists–Humean
anarchists, like Craig Callender and Jonathan Cohen (2009, 2010), claim that
they provide the best systematization of facts in the language of their science
(though, for Callender and Cohen, the choice of language is arbitrary or prag-
matic). Anti-Humean anarchists, like Nancy Cartwright (1999), hold that the
laws of the special science, like the laws of physics, encode dispositions or ca-
pacities which manifest in the controlled environments that that science studies.
There are, according to Cartwright, no principles coordinating the laws outside
of these controlled environments.

While Callender and Cohen and Cartwright agree that the laws and facts
of the special sciences and physics depend on one another symmetrically if at
all, this is not a requirement of anarchism. I will call this breed of anarchism
‘radical anarchism’.

According to the radical anarchist, our FISA will have a number of dis-
tinct, possibly incomplete credal functions available to her. Each of these will
be defined over a different set of propositions: Fbiology(A|B), F physics(C|D)....
According to Callender and Cohen, A and B, C and D are different propositions
because they come from different ways of partitioning the space of worlds; there
may be some overlap between, say, A and C, and there may even be a translation
between the AB partition and the CD partition, but the probability functions
are distinct and defined over different propositions. Which credal function FISA
uses depends, according to Callender and Cohen, on which is easiest for FISA
to apply to the situation at hand. Which evidence propositions are most easily
verified in this situation? Which conditional probabilities easiest to calculate?

Similarly for Cartwright. FISA will avail herself to a variety of disjoint
credal functions, but instead of each being complete over a partition of the
space of propositions, they will each be incomplete and only defined within cer-
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tain controlled situations. So in situations in which Fphysics(A|B) is defined,
Fbiology(A|B) is not. The situations in which physics yeilds a conditional proba-
bility are those with x-rays and scanning-tunnelling microscopes; the situations
in which biology yeilds conditional probabilities are those in which groups of
animals interact. Which credal function FISA uses will depend on the situation
in which she finds–or creates for–herself.

It is compatible with anarchism that the facts at the special scientific level
depend asymmetrically on the facts at the fundamental level; but anarchists
deny that the laws so depend. Views of this latter sort–according to which
the laws are in some way emergent, despite the dependence of the facts at
the higher level depending on the facts of fundamental physics, are held by
Fodor (1974), Lange (2009), Armstrong (1983), and Schrenk (2014). According
to these philosophers, the independence of the higher-level l arises because the
laws of the special sciences describe patterns which are visible only at the coarse-
grained higher level, or are not the result of the laws of physics alone, or are the
result of the laws of physics together with any suitably special initial conditions,
or are backed by modal facts (necessitation relations or irreducible counterfacts)
which are independent of both the lower-level modal facts and the higher-level
categorical facts. Because this version of anarchism allows some dependence
between facts at different scientific levels, we will call it ’moderate anarchism.’

Both varieties of anarchism score well in accounting for the methodolog-
ical independence and, at first brush, the counterfactual robustness
of the generalizations of the special sciences. The counterfactual robustness of
special scientific generalizations is explained the same way as the lawhood of
fundamental generalizations: either with sui generis modality or in terms of
unificatory power. Similarly, the methodological independence of the special
sciences is explained easily by the metaphysical independence of the laws. Spe-
cial scientists are able to perform inductions in the same way physicists are
because their laws are the same as those of physics.

Radical anarchism does poorly in accounting both for the mutual con-
straint and the asymmetry of the special sciences and physics. On Cartwright’s
view, any two sciences don’t attempt to describe the same world; rather, they
make predictions about distinct controlled situations. No rules govern how they
interact with one another, but plausibly the capacities of any science can over-
turn those of any other. So it’s surprising that scientists seek information from
one another, and that contradictory predictions are taken to indicate that one
or another science’s laws must be altered.

Radicals realize this; both Callender and Cohen and Cartwright argue that
neither of these hold12. Unfortunately I do not have space to address their

12Callender and Cohen reject asymmetry, but accept mutual constraint. On their view, each
science forms a deductive system in an independent vocabulary. Because the vocabularies de-
scribe the same world, they must agree on the categorical facts of the world. Consequently no
generalization at any level can imply that another generalization is (actually) false. However,
nothing in their view guarantees that the laws will agree on what happens in counterfactual
situations: a systematization could rule that, for some merely possible event A, if A were to
happen, then B would, while another could rule that if C were to happen, then D would,
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arguments here; so we will give them a demerit for failing to account for these
relations, but note that this consequence of their view is not one these folks take
to be a negative.

Moderate anarchism does better in explaining mutual constraint and
asymmetry of the coordination problem. According to these views, constraint
and asymmetric dependence arise from the metaphysical dependence of the facts
of the special sciences on the facts of fundamental physics. We were understand-
ably mistaken in our belief that these constraints held at the level of laws.

This view cannot be correct. For the laws of the special sciences have excep-
tions, and these exceptions can be explained by the laws of lower-level sciences.
In fact, in many (though not all) cases, the exceptions to a special scientific law
can only be specified by appeal to a lower-level science. Whether or not the
laws of the special sciences have built in ceteris parabis conditions13, frequently
specifying situations in which they do not hold requires us to take on board
concepts which are not a part of the special science in question. The predictions
of economics can be trusted provided an asteroid does not strike the market.
More subtly, explaining for which species the Hardy-Weinberg law holds can
only be done by discussing properties of DNA; explaining which–highly unlikely–
scenarios are entropy-increasing and so violate thermodynamics’ second law can
only be done only by citing the momenta of the particles underlying the system.
But meteors impacts are not describable in the conceptual scheme of economics
(we have astrophysics for that), describing DNA proteins requires chemical, and
not merely biological, concepts, and discussing the (non-aggregate) features of
the particles which make up a gas is outside of the conceptual sphere of classic
thermodynamics (for a discussion of the differences between traditional ceteris
parabis conditions and the sort of ‘no odd realizers’ condition which holds for
thermodynamics, see Fenton-Glynn (2016)).

This observation allows us recognize a problem for anarchism’s explanations
of asymmetry of counterfactual robustness. For though the anarchic view
may be able to explain the force of the special scientific laws, it is unable to
explain why their exceptions are often outside of the conceptual scope of the
science in which they feature. The anarchist has no explanation of the fact
that lower-level laws trump higher-level laws and can explain the exceptions to
higher-level laws, but not vice versa.

All versions of anarchism face the conspiracy problem (see Callender and
Cohen 2010 for a discussion). If the laws of physics and the laws of the special
sciences are independent, how is it that they conspire together to produce a
unified world? That is, why is that the laws of physics somehow ’know’ not to
push elementary particles around in a way which violates the laws of the special

where A metaphysically entails C but B and D are mutually contradictory; if A does not
occur Callender and Cohen can’t guarantee that this would not be the case. Similarly, they
cannot guarantee that the chances assigned by various laws will yield compatible constraints
on credence.

13There’s a lively debate about this. For a discusion about whether ceteris parabis conditions
are parts of the laws in which they feature, see, among others, Mitchell (2000), Woodward
(2003, 2013), and Cartwright (1999))
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sciences? And how do the special scientific laws, like those of psychology, fail to
license violations of the laws of physics? The conspiracy problem is a challenge
to the anarchist solution to mutual constraint; the anarchist claims that
the sciences describe the same world; but if she is radical and holds that their
laws are metaphysically independent, how do they combine to create a coherent
world? This problem is even more pressing for chancy laws. Meacham (2014)
shows that, on the sort of scheme Callender and Cohen advocate, we will receive
different advice on our probabilistic beliefs depending on which language we’re
using.

A distinct, challenge for both anarchist views–but especially the moderate
anarchist–lies in explaining the counterfactual robustness of the special
sciences. We gave anarchists a strong pass on this earlier: their explanation of
special scientific lawhood is, presumably, the same as their account of funda-
mental scientific lawhood.

Together, these problems create a dilemma for anarchist views. For the
moderate anarchist: if the fundamental laws govern the fundamental facts, and
the fundamental facts explain the special scientific facts, what is left for the
laws of the special science to do? For the radical anarchist: if the laws all
independently determine the facts, how do they manage to produce a consistent
world? The more radical an anarchist is are, the less she can explain mutual
constraint. The more moderate she is, the less she can account for the
counterfactual robustness of the special scientific laws.

The anarchist response is to claim that the special scientific laws explain in
a way which is not reducible to the laws of physics. But note that this requires
us to (a) take lawhood to be deeply tied to explanation, rather than governing,
and (b) accept an overdetermination of explanation. While many philosophers,
especially of the Humean strain, will not find either of these especially troubling,
philosophers who take lawhood to be connected with governing,and who take
explanation to be similarly tied to causation (rather than unification), may well
reject these costs.

3 The Democratic View
I’ve argued that a successful solution to the coordination problem cannot take
the lawhood of the special sciences to be wholly dependent on the laws of the
physics. And I’ve further held that the laws of the each science cannot be made
laws entirely be facts within the domain of that science. Both views leave one
or more of our explananda–methodological independence, counterfac-
tual robustness, mutual constraint, and asymmetry unaccounted for.
How, then, can these desiderata be met?

In this section, I’ll present a view according to which the sciences work
together to generate a unified body of knowledge. The generalizations in any
science are laws, not because of their explanatory capacity given the facts of that
science, or because of their relation to more fundamental generalizations, but
because of their contribution to the informativeness of the total set of scientific
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laws. The mutual constraint the laws exercise on one another is a result of
the fact this informativeness is evaluated holistically: the laws of all sciences
taken together contribute to the informativeness of our system. So they need
produce an internally consistent and mutually reinforcing set of predictions.
And the independence of the various sciences is also accounted for: each science
contributes laws to the overall system independently.

This view is a development of David Lewis’ Best System Account of laws.
In §3.1 I’ll present the holistic best system account. In §3.2 I’ll show in more
detail how special scientific laws add to the informativeness of a lawbook, and
in what way this is mirrored in the credences of our FISA. Finally, in §3.3 I’ll
show how this view successfully accounts for some additional connections and
differences between the special and fundamental sciences.

3.1 The Democratic Best System
The view I’ll advocate is a development of the Best System Account of laws
offered by Lewis (1983). The BSA holds that laws are the general truths of
that axiomatic system which best combines simplicity, informativeness, and fit
(where fit measure how closely chancy laws match the frequencies of the world.
The motivation of the Best System Account is simple: we are interested in gen-
eralizations which can be used by us and give us a lot of information about the
world. The virtues identified (strength, simplicity, and fit) are justified because
they either measure how usable by us the set of generalizations are (this is what
simplicity does) or because they measure how much information–either binary
or probabilistic–the laws convey. However, as an impressive number of authors
advocating Humeanism have noted, Lewis’ understanding of strength, simplic-
ity, and fit are in sore need of revision. I’ve already discussed how Callender and
Cohen (2009, 2010) and Loewer (2007) depart from orthodox Lewisianism. But
modifications are also suggested by Hall (2015), Hicks (2017), Hoefer (2007),
Jaag and Loew (MS), and Woodward (2013). The upshots relevant for this
view are twofold.

First, we are interested in finding the most informative lawbook we can. But
we prefer that this information come in the form of widely applicable dynamic
laws–laws which operate as functions from states of the world at one time to
states of the world at another. Next, while scientists employ simplicity consid-
erations in theory choice, they do so because simpler laws are better evidentially
supported and lead to more accurate predictions.

Taking these lessons in hand, we should recognize that aim of science is to not
formulating simple and informative laws in the sense Lewis described. Rather,
science aims to formulate strong and well-supported laws. Our laws need to
be as informative as they can be, compatibly with their being discovered and
confirmed through repeatable experiments. The laws are those most informative
generalizations which we can formulate by repeated observation. Our preference
for dynamic laws is explained by their repeatability: dynamic generalizations,
but not initial conditions, can be observed in action over and over. Similarly,
we prefer simpler laws because they can be more quickly supported evidentially
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and because they provide more accurate predictions. (For a discussion of why
we might want dynamic laws, see Hicks (2017); for a discussion why we might
want to keep initial conditions out of our lawbook, see Jaag and Loew (MS)).
If we prefer dynamic laws, then we ought to measure the informativeness of a
lawbook not by the total worlds it rules out, but by the predictions it gives
us when paired with boundary conditions about parts of the world. The laws
should be such that, when we add to them a description of our surroundings
or situation, they tell us what to infer about its future. That’s the sort of
information we get from dynamic laws.

Now, suppose we have a maximally informative fundamental dynamical law:
one that tells us, given the precise fundamental state of the world at any time,
exactly how that world will develop. How useful is that law? In how many
situations will we be able to apply it? The obvious response is: surprisingly
few. We will only be capable of employing such a law when we have precise
information about our global surroundings. If we have only coarse-grained in-
formation about the boundary conditions of the system we’re studying, such a
law will provide us with precisely no useful predictions–there will be precise,
fine-grained states of the system we’re examining which develop in all sorts of
bizarre ways.

The natural way to strengthen such a system, then, is to add more laws:
dynamic principles which take coarse-grained information about the world and
tell us what to infer about its coarse-grained future state. Of coarse, doing so
will decrease the simplicity of the laws. And it may also decrease their accuracy:
these laws of coarse-grained evolution may very well have exceptions, and when
they do, we will be lead astray. So each addition of coarse-grained laws has a cost
to the overall utility of the lawbook. When will such additions be warranted?
Plausibly, when the higher-level behaviour is sufficiently nove and autonomous
(in the sense of Butterfield (2011)), such that it can’t, or can’t easily, be divined
from the laws that are already on the books. And when the higher-level laws
are sufficiently accurate–that is, using them to make inferences doesn’t lead us
astray–at least, not too much.

The key move here is to understand the informativeness of the laws as a
bridge between the boundary information we bring to a situation and the pre-
dictions we can make using them. The laws are more informative if they lead
us to more predictions, sure. But they are also more informative if they lead us
from rougher ground.

The important balancing act that the democratic view maintains is this:
though the laws of each science are added to the lawbook independently, on
their merits as informative, accurate, and widely applicable generalizations, the
book is scored holistically. This allows the sort of independence sought by
Callender and Cohen’s Better Best System account while avoiding the risk that
the different sets of laws will conflict with one another. For if two laws which
conflict are both added to the book, the laws as a whole will fail to make any
predictions in any situations (or, equivalently, they will predict everything in
every situation).
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3.2 Democracy in Detail
To see how this works with more precision, let’s return to our FISA and consider
her interests in formulating lawful generalizations. She is interested in discov-
ering the most informative set of conditional probabilities F (P |B),where P is a
prediction and B is a set of boundary conditions. Her lawbook can be strong in
two ways: first, it can be strong by being accurate: the conditional probabilities
can be such that F (P |B) u 1 for situations in which P and B, and F (P |B) u 0
when B and ~P. But her lawbook can also be strong by being more applicable:
that is, it can give her predictions for a wider range situations, represented by
the boundary conditions B. Call the first variety of strength accuracy, and the
second comprehensiveness.

Accuracy and comprehensiveness trade off against one another: a lawbook
can gain comprehensiveness by applying to situations with less uniform phenom-
ena, although by doing so it will be unable to provide as accurate predictions of
their behavior. Maximizing the combination of these virtues is hindered by the
fact that the laws need to be in some sense repeatable: they must be formulated
in such a way that multiple distinct situations have, according to the laws, the
same boundary conditions, and the laws must yield the same predictions in sit-
uations with the same boundary conditions. This is a requirement if the laws
are to be discovered and evidentially supported by induction. The laws are
generalizations which we can learn in one context and apply to another.

Thinking of strength in this way combines the notions of strength and fit:
although accuracy is a rough analog of fit, and comprehensiveness is a rough ana-
log of strength, neither precisely maps on to the Lewisian notion. Repeatability
plays part of the role in trading off against comprehensiveness that simplicity
does in the traditional best system, but it is not a perfect match; and for our
laws accuracy trades off against comprehensiveness and repeatability together.
We can have more accurate probabilities that are tailored to each experimental
situation, but they will not be repeatable; we can have a probability functions
which is highly accurate but only by excluding some situations, but it will not
be comprehensive; and we can have a repeatable, comprehensive probability
function that moves further away from 1 for some true predictions and further
away from zero for some false ones.

Fundamental physics is extremely accurate. But it is not comprehensive.
For any maximally fine-grained propositions B and P, a deterministic physics
will give zero to P if and only if P is false and assign one to P if P is true. But
physics is silent about less coarse-grained propositions: let B be the proposition
that the temperature of a gas is T, its volume is V, and its pressure is P.

Our agent’s information about the boundary conditions of a system need not
be maximally fined grained. But if she conditionalizes on the proposition that
some system’s pressure and volume increase, what does fundamental physics
say about the gas’s temperature? Unfortunately, nothing. For even adding a
posteriori identities relating physical properties to thermodynamic properties,
we still will not arrive at a prediction for the temperature of the gas: there are
physical states compatible with the boundary conditions which are temperature
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increasing, and physical states compatible with the boundary conditions which
are not. So while a set of laws in terms of maximally fine-grained propositions
may be accurate, it will not be comprehensive.

To increase the comprehensiveness of the laws, we may add laws which take
us from course-grained states–like temperature and pressure–to other course
grained states. This is project of thermodynamics. Or we can add a probability
function over the fine-grained states which is invariant under the fine-grained
dynamics. This is the project of statistical mechanics. In either case, our predic-
tions will diverge perfect accuracy, so we will lose some accuracy in the overall
system. But we will be able to apply the laws in many more situations. I claim
that each scientific discipline increases the comprehensiveness of the overall law-
book. By adding more laws at a higher level, we increase the comprehensiveness
of the overall system with some moderate sacrifice to its accuracy. The view
here builds on the work of Handfield and Wilson (2013)14.

Let’s see how our FISA will behave on this way of understanding the laws.
She will begin with a set of fundamental laws; she’ll work out the consequences
of these laws, and generate a probability function F0(P |B). This probability
function will be incomplete; it will only be defined for maximally fine-grained
propositions P and B . So FISA will see if there is a set of more coarse-grained
variables in which she can formulate fairly accurate and repeatable laws. She’ll
add these to her lawbook, and work out the consequences, arriving at an ex-
tended credal function F1(P |B). But this credal function still won’t be defined
over propositions at all levels of grain, either because these coarse-grained laws
don’t imply more coarse-grained laws or because these implications are cogni-
tively intractable for FISA (recall that FISA is not logically omniscient; she, like
us, finds some inferences to complex to complete). So she will find another set
of repeatable yet accurate generalizations at a coarser level of grain and these to
her lawbook, generating F2(P |B). When does this stop? Whenever FISA either
FISA’s credal function is defined over all propositions (unlikely) or she’s unable
to find laws that have an acceptable degree of both repeatability and accuracy.

Let us make this more precise. We require our lawbook to be formulated in
terms of a series of variables. Setting all of these variables determines a state
of the world. The variables thereby partition the space of nomically possible
worlds, with each cell of the partition corresponding to a unique state of the
world15. This requirement is not motivated by considerations of fundamentality
(as is Lewis’ naturalness constraint). Rather, to be repeatable and compre-

14Handfield and Wilson deliver an apparatus for combining distinct objective probability
functions at various levels of grain without generating the sort of contradictions described in
Meacham (2013), but they do not offer a metaphysical view of probability to motivate their
hierarchy. The view described below provides a motivation for the sort of heirarchical view
described by Handfield and Wilson and extends the account to deterministic laws.

15Thus far, nothing prevents the two worlds from differing without differing with respect to
the quantitative properties the laws concern. We should take this to be a benign consequence:
for if physics is complete, each cell in the partition induced by the variables of physics contains
exactly one world. But if it is not, some worlds differ without differing physically, and so have
the same physical state despite being distinct. Whether or not physics–or any science–is
complete in this sense should be expressible by our theory of laws but not determined by it.
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hensive our lawbook must identify some situations as identical with respect to
the quantities about which it yields predictions, and its predictions must be
functions of those quantities.

But our information about boundary conditions can vary in its degree of pre-
cision; less precise information is a coarse-graining of more precise information.
The fundamental physical laws, together with boundary conditions specifying
the heat and volume of a gas, yields no predictions about the gas’s future state.
This gives us reason to include both coarse and fine-grained variables in com-
plete lawbook. Given a set of fine-grained variables V, we can expand to include
a more coarse grained set by adding variables V’ which are such that, for each
state S identified by setting the variables of V, there is some state S’ defined by
the variables of V’ such that S `S’ but not vice versa. If this is the case, then
each cell of the partition induced by the variables of V’ will be a disjunction of
cells induced by the variables of V. We can call the union of these two variable
sets V+.

These variables will either represent the fundamental quantitative properties
of the world or be coarse-grainings of variables that represent the fundamental
quantitative structure of the world16. We can now evaluate law-systems which
include information at different levels of grain.

We will evaluate the informativeness of a lawbook by evaluating the prob-
ability function it generates. But to do so, we need a recipe for generating a
probability function from the laws. We will do so as follows: if A→ B is deriv-
able from our lawbook, then P (A|B) = 1; if P (A) = f(x) is derivable from our
lawbook, where f(x) is some function of our variables, then P (A|B) = f(B),
where B is a proposition giving the values of the variables in x.

The notion of derivability here is importantly weaker than implication; for
austere lawbooks will imply many facts which are cognitively inaccessible to
agents like us because of the computational complexity involved in deriving
them. In such a case, we can and ought to add higher-level laws by hand,
even if these laws decrease the overall accuracy of the lawbook. Rather, it is
something closer to cognitive accessibility: a generalization is derivable in the
sense here specified if sufficiently idealized scientists could derive it. This adds
a parameter to our theory of laws: if our scientists are very idealized, then they
will be able to generate a more informative probability function from fewer laws;
if they are more like us, they will need manually increase the informativeness
of the lawbook by adding more laws. Call this parameter accessibility, where a

16As it stands, this requirement on our variable space looks similar to the naturalness
constraint of Lewis (1983). But it is just suspicion about this constraint that let Callender
and Cohen to reject the traditional best system! Appealing to it here is suspicious at the least.
But we can drop the requirement that the variables be metaphysically fundamental; instead,
we can hold that the laws identify some set of variables as fundamental, and that all laws are
coarse-grainings of these (nomically, but perhaps not metaphysically) fundamental variables.
We can then require that our lawbook contain a set of macroscopic variables in which we
are particularly interested as a coarse-graining of its fundamental variables, and evaluate its
informativeness in tandem with its terms using a method similar to that of Loewer’s (2007)
Package Deal Account.
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lawbook is more accessible when its laws are derivable by less ideal scientists17.
Because not all of the implications of our laws are accessible, our probability
function will be incomplete: it will not be defined for boundary conditions which,
when taken as inputs to the equations of our laws, yield equations too complex
to be solved by our less-than-ideal scientists.

The accuracy of the lawbook is evaluated as follows: each lawbook is given
an accuracy score using some scoring rule function18. The probability function
the lawbook generates is a conditional one; to evaluate it accuracy, we look
at situation which have the boundary conditions described by the laws. We
update the conditional probabilities on those boundary conditions, and see what
probability the laws assign to the actual outcome of the situation. The closer
the probability assigned by the laws is to the actual outcome, the higher the
laws score on accuracy.

The comprehensiveness of the laws is determined as follows: given the law-
book’s accessibility, over how many actually instantiated propositions is it de-
fined? Recall that it need not be defined for all actual situations, nor need it be
defined at all levels of grain. The more situations and levels of grain over which
it is defined, the more comprehensive it is.

3.3 The Success of Democracy
This is the democratic view: each science represents a distinct level of grain, at
which we must balance accuracy and repeatability to formulate laws. But the
justification for adding new sciences is to improve the overall score of FISA’s
credal state in terms of accuracy, repeatability, and comprehensiveness. How,
then, do we satisfy our four requirements?

Methodological Independence: The laws of each science are added
to the lawbook because they individually increase the informativeness of the
lawbook. Determining which generalizations will fill this role at some level of
grain is the job of each special science.

Counterfactual Robustness: The laws of each science are laws for the
same reason: they increase the comprehensiveness of our system of laws without
weakening its accuracy or repeatability. They support counterfactuals for the
same reason the fundamental laws do. Of course, for a Humean, this story is

17Rather than being a disadvantage of the view, the addition of this parameter allows us
to generate a hierarchy of lawlikeness. For some laws will only feature in the most accessible
lawbooks; these laws are more approximate than those which feature in the least accessible,
most austere lawbooks. Take, as an example, the laws of classical mechanics. These laws
ar only approximately true, but they somehow manage to support counterfactuals, appear in
explanations, and underwrite predictions. Nonetheless they are in some way less deserving of
the name ’laws’ than the laws of quantum mechanics. On my view, this is because the laws of
classical mechanics are unneccessary for agents with access to the laws of relativistic quantum
field theory and unlimited cognitive capabilities, but extremely useful and informative for
agents more like us, who find the equations of quantum feild theory impossible to solve exactly
except in very simple situations.

18For more detail on scoring rules, see Joyce (1998), (2009), and Leitgeb and Pettigrew
(2010). Although some features of scoring rule functions are agreed upon–and these are
features of quadratic scoring functions–there is single agreed-upon function.
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complicated; the short version says that the laws are counterfactually robust
because they ground coutnerfactuals by fiat; the longer version justifies this
stipulation by the pragmatic utility of holding these particularly informative
and supported generalizations fixed while evaluating counterfactuals.

Mutual Constraint: Because the accuracy, comprehensiveness, and re-
peatability of a law system is evaluated holistically, we can expect the laws not
to contradict one another–if they did so, the accuracy of the lawbook would be
obviously compromised, and we should expect the various sciences to inform
one another. Discovering connections between sciences allows us to insure the
mutual consistency of our overall belief structure.

Asymmetry: The facts at each level is a coarse-graining of some lower level.
If B is a coarse graining of A then setting the value of A determines the value
of B (but not vice versa). So more fined-grained information screens out more
coarse grained information, and the facts of the higher level science are implied
by the facts at the lower level sciences19.

I conclude that the democratic view neatly explains all four features of
the coordination problem: methodological independence, lawhood, mutual con-
straint, and asymmetry. Its explanation of methodological independence
and counterfactual robustness are reminiscent of the radical anarchist;
its explanation of mutual constraint and asymmetry are close to those of
the imperialist and the moderate anarchist, respecively. In this way it poaches
the best features of each of the views I’ve discussed.

It’s worth noting here that even on the most austere inaccesible lawbook,
the laws of fundamental physics will not be wholly comprehensive. For while
they will be defined over all fine-grained propositions, they will not have any
defined probabilities conditional on coarse-grained information. For a coarse-
grained proposition is a collection of infinitely many finely delineated micro-
physical states; there are infinitely many arrangments of fundamental particles
corresponding to the proposition that the heat of this gas is forty Kelvin, for
example, and nothing about that proposition gives us reason to take any of its
microphysical underlyers to be more likely than any others.

Albert (2000) and Loewer (2009) argue on the basis of this sort of considara-
tion that the lawbook must contain PROB, a law specifying a probability distri-
bution over initial states. Such a distribution will yeild conditional probabilities
conditional on any macroscopic proposition compatible with microphysics. I’ve
argued previously that Loewer and Albert do not go far enough because they
cannot account for the lawfulness of special science generalizations; the view I
defend here justifies the inclusion of the laws of the special sciences by appeal
to the cognitive intractability of deriving conditional probabilities from PROB
for most special science generalizations. Interestingly, though, on my view a
creature twofold: first, Lewis’ notion of strength doesn’t allow with unlimited
cognitive capacities would be interested in including PROB in her lawbook, but

19It is just this asymmetry that requires us to add special scientific laws to our system:
though the fine-grained information settles the coarse-grained states, coarse grained boundary
conditions tell us nearly nothing about their fine-grained realizers. So we need add higher-level
laws to make predictions given coarse-grained information.
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no other special science laws. So on my view PROB has a special status.
This view of laws neatly accounts for two other features of special scientific

laws which have been recognized by various authors (Mitchell (2000), Woodward
(2003, 2013)): first, the laws of special sciences have exceptions, but these ex-
ceptions cannot be captured in ceteris parabis clauses using the concepts of the
special science (Woodward (2003), Cartwright (1997)). On the view sketched,
special scientific generalizations are lawful if and only if they feature in a sys-
tem which acceptably balances accuracy, comprehensiveness, and repeatability.
Laws which have exceptions can lack perfect accuracy but, by being repeatable
and extending the comprehensiveness of the system, be worthwhile additions to
the lawbook. Their inclusion does not require their exceptionlessness, nor does
it require that there be formulable or nonredundant ceteris parabis conditions
limiting their scope.

Secondly, the worthiness of special science vocabulary is not dependent on its
definability in fundamental terms. On Lewis’ view, whether a term is eligible for
use in a special science depends on its degree of naturalness; degree of natural-
ness depends, for Lewis, solely on the length of its definition in perfectly natural
terms. This means, among other things, that the predicate ’electrino’, which we
stipulate to refer to electrons created before 2015 and neutrinos created after
2015, is more eligible to feature in a special scientific law than is the term ’mam-
mal,’ which presumably has an extremely complex and disjunctive definition in
perfectly natural terms. ’Electrino’ is not more natural than ’mammal’, and in-
dependently of our view of special science vocabulary we should recognize that
mammals are more similar to one another than electrons are to neutrinos, when-
ever they are created. On the view here offered, the eligibility of a term instead
depends on whether the comprehensiveness of a set of laws can be sufficiently
increased by adding laws in those terms to our complete lawbook20.

While it is a requirement of the view that the higher-level terms force a
partition of worlds which is a coarse-graining of those offered by the lower-level
terms, this minimal constraint does not make the relative eligibility of coarse-
grainings dependent on anything other than the informativeness of the laws so
phrased, as measured by accuracy, comprehensiveness, and repeatability.

Thirdly, laws come with various degrees of lawfulness. Some laws are less
modally robust: they hold in fewer situations and they are less stable than
others. There is a continuum of laws, starting with the laws of physics, which
are exceptionless and maximally modally robust, moving through the central
principles of special sciences, like the principle of natural selection or the thermal
relaxation time of a certain sort of liquid, and culminating in mere accidental
generalizations. The view sketched, unlike the dispositional account of laws, has
the capacity to account for this. For there are more than one way to weight the
three virtues this view rests on: if perfect (or near-perfect) accuracy is given
maximal weight, then only the laws of physics are included in the lawbook. By
varying our permissiveness for accuracy, we will vary the generalizations which

20For a more in-depth discussion of the difficulties involved in tying the Lewisian notion of
naturalness to our account of laws, see Loewer (2007) and Eddon and Meacham (2013); for a
discussion of this problem focusing on special scientific laws, see Callender and Cohen (2009).
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are permitted in the lawbook. Those which count as laws on more accurate
rankings occupy a more privileged place on this continuum than those which do
not.

This hierarchy can be tied to the counterfactual robustness of the laws. For
the view sketched is Humean, according to which counterfactuals are made true
by the laws. Plausibly21, the strength of counterfactual support varies with the
accuracy of the laws22. So counterfactuals which are made true by the laws
of physics, our most accurate set, override those made true by biology. And
within a science, the counterfactuals made true by more accurate laws trump
those made true by less accurate laws–so the counterfactuals made true by
quantum mechanics trump those made true by classical mechanics.

I’ve claimed that a particular form of the Best Systems Account of lawhood
can explain the relevant features of the relationship between laws in various
scientific disciplines. Can a more metaphysically robust view do this? I am
doubtful. For a key feature of the view is taking the informativeness of the
lawbook, measured in a particular way, to be partially constitutive of lawhood.
Anti-humeans reject the claim that the laws are, by their nature, informative.
So no way of measuring the informativeness of the lawbook will suffice to make
some higher-level generalization a law.

Nonetheless proponents of metaphysically robust views who hold that only
the fundamental laws are backed by modally robust fundamental facts can ap-
peal to the view I’ve defended to distinguish between accidents and laws at a
higher level. Many philosophers who doubt that a fully Humean story can be
told about the fundamental structure of the world are subject to the criticisms
laid at the feet of the imperialist in section 2.1. Although the view that re-
sults will have a different explanation of the counterfactual robustness of the
special science laws from that of the laws of physics, they will inherit the other
advantages of the democratic view.

4 Conclusion
Extant views describing the relationship between distinct scientific disciplines
leave key features of this relationship unexplained. This failure manifests itself in
philosophical views about the lawhood of special scientific laws; these views, no
matter their metaphysical commitments, fail either to account for the autonomy
of the special sciences or for the mutual dependence of scientific disciplines. A

21or by stipulation!
22Woodward (2003), 6.12, argues against Sandra Mitchell’s (2000) notion of stability and

Brian Skyrms (1995) notion of resiliency on the basis that these nonmodal notions cannot
capture what we are really interested in in discovering laws, vis, their counterfactual stability
(this point is also made by Lange (2009)). On the view offered, as in other Humean views,
counterfactual stability is grounded in occurant facts, in this case, a sort of stability across
situation in a similar vein to that described by Mitchell and Skyrms. So it would be a mistake
to criticize this view for missing the counterfacts–they are true because of the occurant facts
described. Of course, the proof is in the pudding: does the sort of stability here described
generate the right counterfactuals? I hold that it does.
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Humean view, which takes the informativeness of the laws to be partially consti-
tutive of their lawhood, measures informativeness by the accuracy of predictions
made by the laws on the basis of repeatable boundary conditions, and evaluates
the informativeness of all sciences together, in uniquely able to capture these
features of the relationship between laws. I then point out additional advantages
of the view: it accounts for the degrees of lawfulness of special scientific laws,
the fact that special scientific laws have exceptions, and the fact that explaining
these exceptions often requires concepts that are not a part of the science in
which the law is formulated.
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